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when A = 200; therefore, the first term can be 
neglected in proton transitions. For neutron transi
tions the second term disappears and the transi
tion probability is determined entirely by the first 
term in the square brackets. It is interesting to 
compare the probability of and E (L + 1) 
transitions of neutrons: 

When k "' 10 and A = 100 the probabilities W M 1 

and WE 2 are of the same order of magnitude, and 
the radiation probabilities of the higher multi
poles M2 and M3 are comparable even at low ener
gies with th~ probabilities for E3 and E4 transi
tions. 
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A DISPERSION relation for forward scattering 
has been obtained by Goldberger et al. 1 ' 2 . In 

the present note a relation is obtained between the 
imaginary and real parts of the scattering ampli
tude for all angles. 

To obtain this relation one can use Gold
berger's method 1, in which it is simplest to em
ploy the coordinate system in which the combined 
momentum of the nucleons (incident and scattere4) 
is zero. However, we shall derive our dispersion 
relation here by using some results obtained by 

Nambu 3 • 

According to Nambu 3 , the Feynman matrix ele
ment for the scattering of bosons (with morr.entum 
k and charge index u.) by fermions (with momentum 
p and additional quantum numbers ,\) can be repre
sented independently of the type of interaction in 
the form 

F~[3 (k, IX; p, t.; k', [3; p', 1.') (l) 

= /J"A' (p') ~ {(k)n' (-•"'rot' Pn,n, ((p- p')2, (p + k)2) 
n=O.l 

(p - k') 2)} u" (p) a (p + k- p'- k'), 

where 

p (p 2 , k 2 ) = ~ vn,n, (p2, u) a+ (k 2 + u) du, (2) 

k'2 = k2 =- ,2 't" - 1 [ l 
r• cxro-;r ""·"ro· 

in which the values of u are given by u = m2 and 
u~(m+f1) 2 • 

The type of interaction affects only the depend
ence of v on the arguments. By dividing o (k 2 ) 
. . "'(k2) d -2 + mto t TTu an Pk we obtain the imaginary 
and real parts, respectively, of the scattering 

~mplitude F <></3." It is convenient to continue our 
Investigation in the coordinate system where the 
combined momentum of the nucleons is zero (i.e., 
P '+ p = 0 ). Taking the z axis in the direction of 
the vector p we have 

p (E = V m2 + p 2, 0, 0, p); p' (E, 0, 0- p); 

k (k0 = w 

= V p 2 + k;_ + k~ + [1.2; kx, ky,- p); k' (w, kx, ky, p). 

From (1) and (2) we obtain (hereafter o ( p + k 
- p '- k ') will be omitted] : 

F~ro = D"'f3 + i A"' I>; .A" 13 = a"'f3 + b"f3; (3) 

Dcx[l (k, p, 1.'1.) = u(p')"A 

] { (k)n' (-r"'[3)n' ~ 
n=O,l 

-A' ,, 
acx[3='ltU (pi 

vn,n, ((p -- p')2 , u) du 

\P +k!2 + u 

(4) 

(5) 
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when 
- (p + k)2 ~ (m + [L)2; 

and (6) 

~ {(- k)n, (-r [)IX )n' vn,n• ((p'- p)2, - (p'- k)2)} u" (p), 

when-(p'-k) 2 ;::: (m+f1) 2 orm 2 . It is easily 
seen from Eqs. (l), (2) and (2a) that «-hen the 
polarization of the nucleon does not change, the 
following dispersion relations hold *: 

D~1~ (p, w, A.',A.) -D~1~ (p, 0, A.', A.) (7) 

= w2-w~ f 2w'A~1~(p,w',J..',J..)dw' 
1t J (oo'2- w2) (w'2- w2) 

0 0 

2 w (w2 - w~) f A(2) (p, w', J..', "A', J..) dw' 

1t ~ (w'2- w2) (w'2- w2) 
0 0 

(8) 

where 

2 D<1>·<2l = D ± D 2A (Il.(2) 
IX[) IX[) i30<' 0<[) (9) 

Hepeating the calculations in Ref. 2 we obtain 

D+(w,p)--}(1+ :JD+(w0 ) (lO) 

-+(1- ~)D-(wo,Pl 

2 (w2- w~) r w'dw' 

1t J oo'2- w2 
0 0 

X [A+ (w', p) + A_ (C1l',p) J = B; 
w'-w w'+w 

D_ (w, p)- + ( 1 + ~) D_ (w0) 
(ll) 

- ~ ( 1-;:) D+ (w0 , p) 

= 2 (w 2 - w;) ( dw' 

1t J w'2- w2 
0 0 

X [A_ (w', p) +A+ (w', p)J = B1,. 

w'-w w' +w 

where D±(A±) is the real (imaginary) part of the 
scattering amplitude of a positive (or negative) 
meson by a proton. Since the imaginary part of 
the amplitude in the integrands is taken for a 

fixed nucleonic energy and variable meson energy 
w, there is a direct relation to experin,ent only 
for those A ( w ') for which w' is higher than the 
threshold energy w ';::: w 0 = y 112 + p2. 

In the energy range from 0 to w 0 , A ( w) con
tains contributions not only from the "neutron" 
state ( u = m 2 ) but from the entire spectrum of 
states with energies from lmf1-p 2 l/ I m2 +p 2 ly, 
to w 0 . 

The contribution of the "neutron'' state can be 
calculated exactly since it is equal to 

- 7t (ii (p') r (p', ~k') u (p' _ k')) (12) 

x (ii (p'- k') r (p'- k', P- k'-p) u (p)) 

( 
[L2 + 2 p2 \ 

X 8 w'- )' 
2 (m2 + p2)'1• ' 

here r(p, S) is gy 5T when p 2 = -m 2 , s 2 =-f1 2 

(where g is the exact renormalized coupling con
stant in the pseudoscalar theory). 

It is easily seen that A ( w ') in the continous 
energy spectrum from lm11- p 2 l/(m 2 + p 2 )Yz to w 0 

can be obtained by analytic continuation in the 
region of imaginary momenta k. 

We have finally 

IX 

2k2 \ dk' 
+-;-jk' 

0 

X [----------~~+T(~ik_'~,p~)--------~ 
([L2 + p2 + k2) 1 1z _ ([L2 + p2 _ k'2)'1• 

A_ (k', p) 

(13) 

g2 (lL2 + 2 p2) (m2 + p2)'1z k2 

+ 2 ([L~ + p2) mal y lL2+p2+k"+(lL2+2p2);2(m+p2)1 lz} ' 

where 
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"' +-\ ------ - t ,p 2k2C dk' [ A ('k' ) 

1t ~ k' (I-L2+ p2- k'2)'1• (!-L2 + p2 + k2) 11z _ (!-L2 + p2 _ k'2J'I• 

______ A,:.,+--'--(ik', p) J 
(!-L2 + p2 _ k'2)'1• + (!-L2 + p2 + k2)'lz 

g2 (I-L2 + 2 p2) (m2 + p2)'1• k2 

* After the present work was completed (January 
1956) the author learned that B. L. Ioffe and A. Salam 
had also obtained the relation (8). 
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pRECISE measurement of the mass of isotopes 
makes it possible to determine the binding 

energy of nucleons in a nucleus. The existing 
method of measuring masses through the use of a 
mass spectrograph involving magnetic deflection is 
not of sufficient accuracy for mediun1 and heavy 
nuclei. Consequently, there is justification for 
proposing a new method of measuring masses. 

We are familiar with the existing technique l- 3 

for mass analysis which is based on measurement 
of the time of flight of ions with given energy over 
a specified distance. However, the energy spread 

(14) 

of the ions formed in the source sets a limit of the 
order of 100 to 200 on the resolving power of this 
type of instrurrent. In the following a new method 
of energy focusing is proposed which is applicable 
to this type of spectrometer and which can con
siderably increase its resolving power. 

This mass spectrometer has the form of a drift 
tube which is bounded at both ends by retarding 
fields with a linear potential distribution. The 
entire instrument is placed in a weak longitudinal 
magnetic field. A bunch of ions from the pulsed 
source is injected into the tube with simultaneous 
switching-off of the retarding field. Having entered 
a "potential well' the bunched ions begin to move 
from one repeller to the other, but the gain in the 
time of flight by the faster ions over the slower 
ions with given e/M will be balanced by loss of 
velocity in the retarding field. Ions with identical 
e/M and different energies will be focused at a 
certain point in the drift tube*. After a sufficient 
number of cycles, when ions with close values of 
e/M have been separated out, that is, their shift 
in time of arrival at the focal point is greater than 
the duration of the pulses, the latter are deflected 
and recorded. In view of the fact that bunches of 
ions of different masses will be oscillating in the 
tube the voltage which must be applied to the de
flecting plates will be switched off only at the 
instant when ions of the masses to he measured are 
passing. The transit time of ions with n,ass ,11, 
charge Ze and energy U (in volts) in a drift 
of length l is 

t 0 = l V Mj2UZe. (l) 

The time of motion of the ions in a retarding elec
tric field of constant strength E until they are 
stopped is 
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